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5 1  
‘ I ’hc ,  c>igtLnval.u(, problem H‘i’ = E‘; in cpanturn thc.ory i s  
convcniently studicd by rncans of the partitioning t(,chniquc. 
5hown that, i f  is  a redl variable, one  may construct a function 
6, = f (c) suc,h thdt c,ach pa i r  & .tnd 
1c.ast onc true rligcnvatuc. E . If & is  c ~ l o s c n  <is , in  uppcr bound 
by means  of c’. g .  the variation principle, the function is  hclncc- 
going to provide a lower bound. 
It is 
always 1,rdckc.t a t  
T h e  rcxdc-tion opt,rator t associatccl with the perturbation 
problem M = H -t V for  a positive dt~finitc~ 1)cLrturbation V is 
studied i n  sorn(~ detail ,  ,+nd i t  is shown that n l o w r r  bound to  t tri,ry 
bc constructed in a finitc number ot operations by using thv idcla of 
0 
inner projection ‘I closc~ly ,issociated with the hronszrijri projek-tion 
prr~viously utili,,c,d in thc method of intt.rmc.diate Hdrniltonirrns. ISy 
t r i t ’ < t n s  of truncatcd bas ic  s e t s  one c a n  now obtain not only upper bounds 
but  also useful lower bounds which converge towards tht. correc-t caigen-  
valuc~s wheii thc sc.t b e e  onit’s corriplc.tc. 
‘I’he nicthod i s  applied to  thc I3rillouin-typc~ jlerturbatiun 
thcory,  and lower bounds may be obtained ei ther  by pure c3upansion 
nic.thods, by inner projections, o r  by combination of both clpproac hes  
leading to  perturbation expansions M ith estirriattd remainders .  
applications to Schrodinger‘s perturbation theory d r c  a lso  outlincd. 
The method is numerically i l lustratc~d by 
ground state vncrgies of the helium-like ions . F I c ,  Li , I $  , e tc .  
The 
study o t  l o w c r  hounds t o  the 
t + 2  
8 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In quantum theory, the energy values of the stationary s ta tes  
of a physical system a r e  determined by the eigenvalues E of the time-in- 
dependent Schradinger equation : 
where the Hamiltonian H i s  a self-adjoint operator (Ht= H). F o r  
atomic and molecular systems,  the ground s ta te  and lower excited 
s ta tes  correspond to a se t  of discrete  energy levels;  
Hamiltonian is hence bounded f rom below, and the spectrum starts with 
a set  of d i scre te  eigenvalues, 
there  may fur ther  be scattering states connected with a continuous pa r t  
of the spectrum, but w e  w i l l  he re  focus our in te res t  on the d iscre te  
energy levels.  
the associated 
In addition to the closed stationary s ta tes ,  
In general ,  it is very difficult to  solve the Schrodinger 
equation (1) exactly, and i t  i s  then very important to be able to  "bracket" 
the exact eigenvalues E by means of upper and lower bounds. Let u s  
denote the eigenvalues in increasing o rde r  by Eo, El, EZ, . . and the 
associated normalized eigenfunctions by Yo, Y , Y 
Convenient upper bounds a r e  provided by the Rayleigh-Ritz variation 
principle 'I, which says that the expectation value 
. . . respectively. 
1 2' 
gives an  upper bound to  Eo fo r  a rb i t ra ry  wave functions @ , and that 
i t  f u r the r  gives an upper bound to E l  , i f  0 i s  res t r ic ted  to functions 
orthogonal to Y 
orthogonal to  Yo and Yi, etc.  
the exact wave functions for  the lower s ta tes  are apparently involved, 
and a practically more  useful formulation which avoids this difficulty 
an upper bound to E2 , if CP is res t r ic ted  to  functions 
0' 
In the t reatment  of the excited s ta tes ,  
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has  been given by Hylleraas  and Undheim 2, and by MacDonald3). Intro-  
ducing an a rb i t r a ry  orthonormal set  @ 
the associated nth o rde r  energy ma t r ix  having the elements 
02y Q3.. , Q n  of o r d e r  n and 1’ 
they have shown that its n eigenvalues a r e  in  o rde r  upper bounds to  
the t r u e  eigenvalues E o , E l , E Z Y .  . E n - l .  
The problem of finding convenient lower bounds to the eigen- 
values Ek seems  to be considerably more  difficult, and i t  has  been 
approached in many different ways. 
theorems available about localization of charac te r i s t ic  roots,  and the 
rno‘st well-known is the Hadamard-Gershgorin theorem4) whicli says  
In ma t r ix  theory,  there  a r e  severs! 
that in  each one of the complex c i r c l e s  
.. 
A+ de 
t he re  i s  a t  l eas t  one eigenvalue E . F o r  generalizations and surveys 
of the rich l i t e ra ture  in this  field, we w i l l  re fe r  to the recent papers  
by Minc5) and Householder6). It i s  evident that this  approach i s  useful  
in connection with the Schrddinger equation only i f  the underlying bas-iq 
is complete and one deals  with infinite ma t r i ces .  
Other studies are based on the concept of the width AI4 of tiie 
Hamiltonian defined by the expression 
with < @ I @ >  = 1. This  quantity vanishes if and only i f  @ is a n  eigen- 
function to H Introducing the value E l  of the 
Temple7) has  given the following lower bound: 
f i r s t  excited state,  
- 3 -  
provided that the approximation i s  so good that < H > < E  Using a 
s imilar  approach, D. H. Weinstein has shown that the eigenvalue 
situated closest  to < H >  satisfies the relation : 
Another modification has  been given by Stevenson9). Formulas  of these 
types have been used in  determining lower bounds for  the ground s ta te  
energy of the helium atom lo) .  Some il lustrative examples have fur ther  
been given by Bailey and Kinsey, 111, 
An entirely different approach to the problem of lower bounds 
has  been taken by Alexander Weinstein") and h is  school by using the 
method of so-called "intermediate" Hamiltonians. 
a set  of operators  H ( ' ) A  Id2)& 
the given Hamiltonian, and the associated eigenvalues in o rde r  fu l -  
f i l  then the inequalities 
There is constructed 
. . . L H converging towards 
providing a se t  of lower bounds converging towards the exact eigenvalue. 
The method is very forceful and may be applied to systems with various 
types of constraint .  
V i s  a positive definite perturbation, one may consider the mtermediate 
Hamiltonians : 
F o r  a Hamiltonian of the form H I EXo t V, where 
where O(n) is  the operator for  the orthogonal projection on an a rb i t r a ry  
subspace of order  n , which for  n + 00 converges towards the identity 
ope r a t0  r 1 3 ) .  Many fundamental problems in quantum theory have in 
this way been studied by Bazley and Fox 14). 
In this  paper,  we w i l l  use a new tool in  the study of upper and 
15) lower bounds to  energy eigenvalues. 
for  solving the Schr6dinger equation, there  exis ts  a f i r s t -o rde r  i terat ion 
procedure CktI = f {E,) 
In the partitioning technique 
which generates a set  of numbers 
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go, E,, & z 8  &3, such that between any two consecutive numbers 
there  i s  a t  least  one t rue  eigenvalue E . Such a s e r i e s  provides hence 
upper and lower bounds, and the main problem i s  to evaluate the quanti- 
t i es  involved. 
2. OUTER AND INNER PROJECTJONS; ORDERING 
THEOREMS FOR EIGENVALUES 
Outer Projections. - Let  0 be an a rb i t r a ry  projection operator 
characterized by the relations ; 
and which selects  a cer ta in  subspace of the Hilbert space of finite or 
infinite order  n . F o r  the moment, it i s  not necessary  to specify the 
explicit form of this operator .  Let u s  fur ther  consider a self-adjoint 
operator A bounded f rom below having the eigenvalues ak and the 
normalized eigenfunctions uk: 
We wil l  define the 
to  the subspace 0 by the relation : 
"outer projection I' A of th i s  operator  with respect  
- 
R = O W  
It is evident that every function i n  the complementary subspace assoc ia-  
ted with the projection operator  ( 1 - 0) is an eigenfunction to A a s s o -  
ciated with the eigenvalue 0 
use.  
, but these functions a r e  usually of little 
Instead we wi l l  concentrate our in t e re s t  on the eigenfunctions uk 
- 
situated within the subspace 0 : 
Foq these functions, one h a s  the theorem that the eigenvalues of 
a r e  upper bounds to the eigenvalues of A in  order  : 
a, r- E*& 
The proof is very simple. According to the variation principle, one has:  
Next, we w i l l  consider the auxiliary function 
the conditions 
'p zs G l f 3 a t ; 2  p2 subject to  
and Ocp = 9. Since rp i s  assumed orthogonal to u the variation 
principle gives : 
1 '  
az +PISIT> = ( G P I R I O ~ )  -L < q l O h O j c p > =  
= <q 1 TI 9 )  = <G,p, f 4 f 2 1 Ti I z, p ,+- ";B.,= i 1 7 )  
- L 
= U ,  lp? + EL\bI' L, Q, , 
Next, we wi l l  consider the auxiliary function cp = < p 4- $p2 4- G3P3 1 1  
subject to  the conditions < uI1q > t < uzI'p > P 0, < cp Icp> = 1 , 
Ocp P cp , and the variation principle gives immediately 
a3 E ,  1 & .  (18) 
.The projection operator  0 may be defined in different 
ways . 
t o r s  in Hilbert  space having the metr ic  mat r ix  A I f f , i. e. 
Q I C f If > , and spanning the subspace Mn , then the projection 
operator  associated with this manifold is given by the relation: 
If f 3c ( f l ,  f2 , f3 ,  . . f n  ) is a se t  of n l inearly independent vec- 
k !. 
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( see  Appendix A). The infinite se t  ( f l , f 2 , f s ,  . . )  is complete, i f  and 
only if the associated projection operator is identical with the identity 
opera tor ,  in which case (19) represents  a "resolution of the identity". 
It i s  often convenient to choose an orthonormal bas i s  
Q) = (@ 1, 02, @ 3, . . On) with < CP 10 > = bke,  
operator  has then the form 0 = Q Q t = ZklOk > <ak/. Within this  
subspace the outer projection A =  OAO 
the nth order  matr ix  A having the elements A 
by truncation from the infinite order  mat r ix  A . In this case,  the 
order ing theorem (14) says that the character is t ic  roots ak of any 
finite matr ix  a r e  in  order  upper bounds to the n lowest eigenvalues 
and that further these upper bounds decrease  with increasing o rde r  of the 
matr ix .  
Hylleraas  and Undheim') and by (Mac Donald'). 
and the projection k P  
i s  then exactly represented by 
< Ok~AI(DL > , obtained kR= 
ak 
This gives a new proof of the previously quoted theorem by 
In conclusion, we note that the eigenvalue problem (13) for  the 
operator  A =  OAO is a l so  closely associated with the problem of finding 
the extreme values of the integral  I = < i /A]; >I<; 1 u- > fo r  functions 
which belong to the subspace of 0 , i. e. satisfying the condition 
0; = This problem i s  fur ther  discussed in  Appendix B. 
Inequalities for  Operators.  - 
A and B which a r e  both bounded f r o m  below. One is using the inequality 
Let us  consider two self -adjoint opera tors  
notation 
f l < B ,  
i f  < 'p ]Ais)> < < c p  J B ~ W  f o r  all possible cp , and fur ther  the domain 
of B belongs entirely to  the' domain of A 
a r e  denoted by ak and bk , respectively,  one has  the theorem 
If the eigenvalues of A and B 
in  o rde r .  
r e v e r s e  i s  in  general  not t rue .  
f r o m  the eigenvalue relations : 
We note that (22) i q  a consequence of (20), whereas  the 
The proof of (21)  is  simple and s t a r t s  
- 7 -  c 
The variation principle gives immediately : 
Next one considers the auxiliary function cp 31 v i  P , t  vzpz 
conditions <ui]cp7 = 0, < cp IcpZ = 1. Since cp 
the variation principle gives 
subject to the 
i '  i s  orthogonal to u 
a. L- <q\RlcQ> < <cQI,BIT) = 
r e x t  one considers the auxiliary function cp = v (3 
subject to the conditions < ulIq> = <uz/cp> = 0 , <cp I T >  = 1 , and the 
t v p 1 1  2 2  3 3 '  + v (3; 
variation principle gives : 
. The ordering theorem (21) is of fundamental importance in  Weinstein's 
approach using the method of intermediate problems. 12) 
Inner Projections.  - 
$s  a lso  assumed to be positive definite so that A > 0 , 
and eigenfunctions a r e  denoted by a 
the spec t ra l  resolution 
Let us  consider a self -adjoint operator  A, which 
If the eigenvalues 
and uk , respectively, one has k 
where ak > 0 . One can fur ther  define the "positive square root" by 
the relat ion 
- 8 -  
and this  operator may then be used to  define the sa-called I’ inner 
projection ‘I : 
which satisfies the important inequality 
In order  to prove this  statement, we observe that every projection 
operator 0 satisfying (10) i s  necessar i ly  positive definite : 
. 
Since the same applies to the projection operator fo r  the orthogonal 
complement P = i -0 2 0 , one gets finally the inequality 
1 
L e .  0 A <,cpI?[p> k <(p Icp>. Replacing Q by Azq, , this gives 
0 C cp IA‘OA’ Jcp> <cp J ~ [ c p >  , which proves theorem (29). 
The inner projection on a l inear  manifold Mn character ized 
by the projection operator (.19) is hence : 
t where Ad = f 
the substitution f = AT$ , one obtains the alternative f o r m  : 
f = C f I f >: is a finite mat r ix  of orde r  n Making 
1 
t where b -’ is now the inverse of the mat r ix  A = g A g = <g ]A] g>. 
This important f o r m  is due to  Aronszajnf3) ,  who derived it by considering 
k, g l ]  = c gk lAlg .+  If one a l inear  space having ,a sca la r  product [ g L 
- 9 -  
I 
instead makes the substitution f = A-ib, one obtains another fo rm 
where A I h 
by Bazley 14). We note that the three fo rms  (32),  (33) and (34) 
a r e  essentially equivalent, except for  the domains of the opera tors  
involved. 
definite perturbation V and, according to (29), one has  
A-'h = u l l A - ' / t Q  , which has  been used particularly 
In e q 0 ( 9 )  one has utilized the inner projection of a positive 
The ordering theorem (2 1) gives then 
i.e. a se t  of lower bounds converging 
relations form the essential  bas i s  for  
towards the t rue  eigenvalue. These 
the work ca r r i ed  out by Bazley and 
Fox 14). 
The method of " intermediate Hamiltonians" based on the 
inequalities (20) and (21) is a very powerful tool for  determining lower 
bounds, but i t  has  the difficulty that one necessar i ly  must know the 
eigenvalues 
l e s s .  In the following, we will utilize the ideas  of outer and inner 
projections at  the same t ime a s  we wi l l  t r y  avoiding a specific ordering 
of the eigenvalues. 
and bk in  o r d e r ,  since otherwise (21) becomes meaning- ak 
3 .  PARTITIONING TECHNLQWI; ; BRACKETING THEOREM 
In o rde r  to solve the Schradinger equation ( I ) ,  we wi l l  
introduce a normalized reference function cp , < cp J'p > = 1 , and the 
associated projection operator 0 = IT> <cp I , satisfying the relations 
- l o  - 
I t  is fur ther  convenient to introduce the projection operator  P = f -0 
for the orthogonal complement satisfying the relations 
Pa.= p , 
The key operator 15) i n  the t reatment  is  the "reduced resolvent" T 
defined strictly by the equation 
for a # 0 , and given the symbolic notation 
P 
1-a- T =  
where & is a variable which may vary over the r e a l  axis or over the 
en t i re  complex plane. It is easily shown that it satisfies the following 
equations : 
OT = TO = 0 ,  
by the relation : 
Multiplying (4 3) 
Let us  now consider the auxiliary function + = +& , defined 
(4 3) 
to the left by the operator  P(&- €3) and using (42), one 
where we have utilized the fact that <cp ]I$> = 0 according to(4 1).  
Introducing the new notation, 
- 11 - 
one can wri te  (44) in the simple fo rm 
The function Y& cp f 4o may be denoted as  the " t r i a l  wave function" 
associated with the parameter  & and character ized by the "intermediate" 
normalization < 
continuous par t  of the spectrum. 
on the d iscre te  levels.  
equation (1), if and only i f  
1 Y, > = 1 , which i s  valid both for  the d iscre te  and 
Here we w i l l  concentrate our  in te res t  
W e  note that Y 6  satisfies the Schrodinger 
* 
= E/ = E : 
(%-E)$, = 0 (47 ) 
In gene ra l ,  is a function of & defined by (43) and (45) 
o r  by the relation : 
The eigenvalues satisfy the equation E = f (E).  
finds now easily the expectation value of H with respect  to the trial 
function Y& : 
By means of (46) ,  one 
If one colistructs the curve corresponding to = f (&) i t  has  
a s e r i e s  of ver t ical  asymptots usually situated at the eigenvalues of the 
outer projection P H P  and the horizontal asymptot &, = <r.p IH]rp> ; see  
Fig.  1.  F o r  the derivative] one obtains : 
- 12 - 
i. e. the .derivative is always negative and the curve descending. 
'e 
On each branch of the curve,  there  is exactly one crossing poin t .  
( E; E) between the line &, = & and the curve & = f (  & ). 
The geometr ical  construction 
shows that, for any value of 
associated with a par t icular  branch, 
there  is a value 6, such that the 
pa i r  ( 6';  &,) brackets  the t rue  
eigenvalue E of the branch invol- 
ved. 
G 
*& 
Analytically this  may be proven by putting & = E t E and 
6 = E 4- t , and the use  of Lagrange 's  mean-value theorem gives then 1 
- 13 - 
where 0 4 8 6 1. This formula indicates that E and E have 
different signs which proves the bracketing theorem. 
1 
The function (48) may be used to  construct a f i r s t -o rde r  i teration 
process .  Starting out f r o m  a specific number &o, one defines the set  
. . . . . .  
and, according to (51), any two consecutive values 'k and 'k+l 
then going to bracket" a t rue  eigenvalue E . The s e r i e s  i s  conver- 
gent i f  if ' /< t ,  whereas  it is divergent if J f r  J >  1 . In both cases ,  the 
Sirst-order process  may be replaced by a second-order i teration p rocess  
a r e  
based on the Aitken-Samuelson formula 16) : 
and the i terat ions take the form &o, & l ,  &, ; &* , &)t,, 
,X# ,** -** 0 
to, & , k ; etc.  An alternative procedure is based on Newton- 
Raphson's tangential method fo r  solving an equation of the type F(E) = 0 : 
Putting 
F'( &) = 1 t < $1 +> , and (54) leads then to  an expression identical 
with the expectation value (49), so that : 
F( t5 ) = &- f (& )  = & - & and using (50) , one obtains 1 
- 14 - 
There  is  hence a close connection between the tangential construction 
in  (54) and the quantum-mechanical variation principle 15) . 
Resolvent Operator Formulas .  - In the previous section, we have used 
the "reduced" resolvent T defined by (39)  and (40) , and the question 
is  whether s imilar  formulas  can be derived using the full resolvent 
( & - H ) - ' .  F o r  this purpose,  we wi l l  introduce the function 
subject to the condition that the sca la r  products <cp]x > 
should exist .  If the Hamiltonian H has the eigenvalues Ek and the 
eigenfunctions Yk , and the la t te r  a r e  associated with the projection 
opera tors  a=IYk> <W,] , 
and <xlx > 
one has  the fundamental relations : 
1 = E O ,  k 1 a =  C E O  k 4% (57) 
corresponding to  the 
resolution of the operator  H , respectively.  A function f(H) of the 
operator  H i s  defined by the relation f(H) = Xk f(Ek) Ok , and f o r  the 
r e  solvent me has particula'rly 
I' resolution of the identity" and the spectral  
If & is approaching par t icular  eigenvalue E , the coefficient f o r  
the associated projection operator  On is  
n 
"blowing up" , and one 
ob t a i n's 
r 
showing that the function x/< cp Ix > goes over into an eigenfunction. 
The connection between the two approaches is  rendered by 
equation (46) which gives 
- :5 - 
i. e. the previous t r i a l  function Y c  is proportional to x . Since 
fur ther  1 = <(p ] Y 6  > = ( & - & l )  <Cp ] X  > one obtains : 
- 1  
which relation replaces (48) and gives : 
By means  of (61), it  is easily proven that 
eigenvalue E . Introducing the function 
& and & bracket  a t rue  
( 6 3 )  
one finds that the eigenvalues satisfy the relation F(E) = 0 and that the 
Newton-Raphson rule  (54) takes  the form 
In summary ,  we have hence the following four relations : 
The f i r s t  is  an inhomogeneous equation defining the function x , the 
second defines the t r i a l  function !€'e , the third is connected with the 
i s  hence possible to develop a theory based on the use  of the complete 
resolvent ( & - H)-' but, f r o m  pract ical  points of view, i t  i s  often 
more  convenient to  c a r r y  out the limiting procedure & -c Ek in a 
formalism based on the "reduced" resolvent T = P/( - H ). This 
applies particularly to  the considerations in perturbation theory . 
bracketing theo rem,  and the fourth with the variation principle.  It 
16a) 
4. PERTURBATION THEORY 
WAVE AND REACTION OPERATORS 
In perturbation theory,  one a s sumes  that the Hamilbjnian 
may be written in the fo rm H = Ho t V , where the perturbation V i s  
here  not necessarily assumed to be small .  
we wi l l  choose the normalized eigenfunction cp 
the unperturbed eigenvalue Eo under consideration, so that Wo cp 
As reference function cp , 
of Ho associated with 
= 
. It i s  here  not necessary  to introduce all the eigenfunctions to 
for  our considerations i t  is sufficient to  introduce a single eigen- 
function cp the associated projection operator  0 = Icp > <cp and 
the projection operator for  the orthogonal complement P = 1 - d 
Since Tq = 0 ,  one gets  the simplification THq = T(Ho +- V)cp = 
= T(Eo t V)cpo= TVqo.  Using (43)  and (4?) , one obtains the reduced 
Eo 90 
Ho ' 
0 '  
formulas  : 
In this connection, it is convenient to  introduce the wave operator  W 
and the reaction operator t through th, re la t ions 
-w= l + T V ,  
4 = V + V T V  l = vw ) 
and (66) and (67) can then be written in the form 
- 17 - 
The opera tors  W and t w i l l  he re  be considered a s  functions of the 
parameter  & , 
values E . 
tation value : 
and & and w i l l  be used to bracket  the t rue  eigen- 
According to (49) and (55), one obtains fur ther  the expec- 
W e  note that,  for 1, = 5 = E. the wave operator t ransforms the 
unperturbed cigenfunction into the perturbed one, whereas  the expecta- 
tion value of the reaction operator  gives the energy shift. 
In addition to T ,  it i s  now feasible to introduce the reduced 
Ho resolvent T for the unperturbed Hamiltonian 0 
The notation is, of course,  symbolic, and T o  is m o r e  strictly defined 
by the relation 
F o r  an  inverse ope ra to r ,  one has  the identity 
= P [ a . o t P( & - H ~ )  P 1 - ‘P 
T O  
analogous t o  (39) .  
which is  easily proven by multiplying both members  to the right by 
(A - B). 
obtains the identity : 
Putting A = o. .O  t P(&-  HJP and R = P V P  in (39 ) ,  one 
By means  of (69), th is  gives fur ther  
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T V =  T d 4  (7 5) 
17) The l a s t  relation is  the well-known Lippman-Schwinger equa-tion 
which is here  presented in a derivation given by Ohno 18). F r o m  (76), 
one obtains ( 1 - V T o  ) t = V and ( V - I -  'I' G ) t = 1 ,  provided V 
Hence one has  
- 1  exis ts .  
which relation forms the starting point for our  t rea tment  of lower and 
upper bounds for  the energy eigenvalues. 
5. UPPER AND LOWER BOUNDS FOR THE 
REACTION OPERATOR 
Est imates  of To. - In o rde r  to  t r e a t  T o  , i t  
convenient to introduce the eigenvalues Eok 
'pk , and the associated projection opera tors  O k  = ] c p  
Assuming that the set  of eigenfunctions 
the following resolutibn of the identity : 
may temporar i ly  be 
to Ho , the eigenfunctions 
0 0 0 > <cpi 1 .  
0 ] c p k  > is  complete, one has 
The summation sign implies  that me should sum over  the d i sc re t e  
eigenvalues and integrate over  the continuous pa r t  of the spec t rum.  
Analogous to (58) , one obtains fo r  the reduced resolvent 
where we have omitted the t e r m  associated with ' p o  because of the  
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operator  P . In the following, we will assume that c p  is associated 
with the giound state of Ho and that the variable E/ is subject to  the 
condition : 
0 
This implies  that a l l  the denominators in ( 1 9 )  are negdtive and that 
is  hence a negative deiinite cperator ; 
T 
0 
Arranging the eigenvaluesin o rde r  , E 0 < E P l  E 2  0 6 Eo L- 
3 - . . * '  
one has 
2 . .  I -- I t I 
E;- & Hi-& Ea0 - 
Hence one obtains the estimate : 
A still better bound i s  rendered by keeping p t e r m s  in  the r u m  (73) 
intact and estimating the remajrldcr : 
M n 
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analogous to  the "method of truncation I' of I I  introduc-r.d by Bazley 
and F o x .  14) The formula (84) may l e  11sed to  obtain a l o w e r  bound fo r  
T i f  an exact evaluation fo r  some reason turns  out to  be difficult. 
(I 
0 
Some Inequalities for Opera tors .  - 
adjoint opera tors  A and B which saticfy the inequality 
Let u s  s t a r t  by considering two self- 
according to the definition in (ZO), so that <kp IAlq)> > 
Replacing cp by !2q , where L? i s  an a rb i t r a ry  l inear  opera tor ,  one 
<cp I I3 In> 
obtains <Q> I!2 t A I ; 2 l ~ > > < q ~ Q  t Ba2]cp> , i .e .  : 
which i s  a very useful theorem.  
Previously w e  have considered thc identity ( 7 3 ) ,  and we wi l l  
n0.v study the two identities for ( A - B)- '  which a r e  valid for  the left- 
inverse  and right - inverse,  
(n-B)-' EE 
respectively : 
They a r e  easily proven by multi.plying thc two relations by ( A  - 3) to 
the right and left, respectively. Substituting the ~cCo.iii identity into 
the right-hand member of the f i r s t ,  one l,E)taiiis t h e  "symmetr ic"  
identity : 
Let U S  s t a r t  by considering t w o  o p v r , i t ~ r ~ ~  A a n d  Li whi#.h a r" 
positive definite and satisfy the inequality 
- 1  It follows that the opera tors  Ami  and B 
satisfy the inequality 
ex is t s ,  a r e  positive, and 
9-’ < 3-l 
A simple proof i s  based on the symmetric identity (89) which gives 
-1  Since (A - B) and B a r e  positive definite, the two las t  t e r m s  a r e  
positive definite, which proves that B > A - 1  - 1  
Upper and Lower Bounds to the Reaction Operator .  - 
(701, the two quantities 
value E, a r e  connected by the relation 
According to 
, which bracket a t rue  eigen- & and 
It is easy to give upper and lower bounds for  the las t  t e r m  in the case  
when the reaction operator  t i s  positive definite. As  before, we wi l l  
a s sume  that & < E: , i. e.  that the condition (80) is fulfilled, which 
implies  that To i s  negative definite. 
relation 
According to (77), one has  the 
J-’ I/-’- T 
O I  (94) 
- 1  which means that t (and hence t)  wil l  be positive definite, i f  and 
only if 
f > To (95) 
In the following , we will mainly consider the case  of a posi-  -
tive definite perturbation V , and the inequality (95) i s  then always 
fulfilled. From (94) follows that t - l =  V - T 
application of (9  1) gives then immediately 
- 1  > V - I  > 0 , and 
0 
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The perturbation V is hence ari upper bound for the reaction operator  
t .  
fo r  any positivrh dcafinite operator  t . Substituting the exprcssion 
( 9 4 )  for t - 1  and obsc>rving that TOT,,  = 0 , o n e  g c t s  the lower bound: 
- 1  ‘l’his means tliat the quantity E~ + q o J V  J r p o >  i s  a lower bound 
to  the t rue  ground s ta te  c’iiergy. The iormula i s  usc.ful i f  V i s  a 
simple operator  as,  for instance>, in the I-Ic-atom a n d  thc H -rriolt.culc 
with v = e / r 1 2  . 
using the method of  intermedidte Hamil toniari s. 
- 1  
14) ‘ rh is  lower ~ ) o u n d  w a s  f i r s t  deriver1 ~ > y  D a z l e y  
L L 
Still bc t tc~r  lowcr bounds fo r  t m a y  be drlrivcd by using the 
idcci of thc “inner  projection“ as dcvcl oped in  connc>ctioti with formulas  
( 3 2 ) ,  ( 3 3 ) ,  and (34).  Introducing a l inear manifold f = ( f i , f , ,  f 3 , .  . in) 
t with the m e t r i c  mat r ix  A = f f , one can defincx t h r .  inner  projection 
t ’ of t with rcspcct  to  th i s  subspace by the formula : 
I- 
This  operator is  pos i t ive  definite and  sa t i s f i e s  the invquality 
so i t  provides actually a lowcr bouncl fo r  
t’< t , 
t . Makiiig thc substitutions 
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one obtains the alternati.ve f o r m s  
The fo rm (100) w i l l  be called the Aronszajn projectioni3) , and we 
w i l l  call the space 
the form (101) wi l l  be called a Bazley projection and the associated 
space 
$ = ( g l , g 2 , .  . .gn)  an Aronszajn space,  lvhereas 
h = (hl ,  h2 . . .  hn) a Bazeley space.  
Because of the simplicity of relation (94) , it s eems  a s  i f  the 
Bazley projection would be of particular importance in evaluating 
lower bounds. One has 
-1  th where h is  the inverse of the n order  ma t r ix  
= <& I v-’- To I& > . 
(103) 
The ent i re  problem is thus he re  reduced to thc evaluation of the 
finite set  ( V - l  - T 
problem may be handled in several  different ways, and a few hints 
for the pract ical  t reatment  w i l l  be indicated below. 
)h f o r  an arbi t rary choice of the s e t  b . This  0 
Evaluation of Lower Bounds. - 
T 
relation (84), which together with (94) leads to the inequality 
If the exact treatrrieilt of t h ~  upern tor  
tu rns  out to be practically difficult, i t  may be feasible to use :.he 
0 
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w h e r e  -To(p) is  an uppcr bound to 
if  one k n o w s  the t~igt~nfunctions cp f o r  n = 1, 2 ,  . . . p  and the  
tJigcnvalues E ior  c1 = 1, 2 ,  . . . p ,  p + 1 : 
-To , w h i c h  may be (.valuated 
o 
n o 
a 
and 
which givcs a convenient lower bound fo r  the  operdtor t'. All these 
e x p r c ~ s s i o ~ ~ s  r n < i y  Iur thcr  be  tr,inslornied to altcxrndtive fornis by  
suitable l inear t ransformations of the  set  h = ( h l ,  h L ,  - . . hn ) . 
Substitution h = V i  . The iijtroduction of the transformation h = Vi 
into (101)  and  (107) 
--I 
Leads to  the rt.tations . 
?'he etcairients o f  thch m a t r i x  . 
d r c  of the stlinc type  a s  t h o s c  occuring in per turbat ion theory and a r e  
cornparativcly cdsily evaluated . If the operator H has  a c o r r i p l e t t ~ l y  
d i scre te  spectrum, one can improvc-  the, a c c u r a c y  of ( 1  10) to any dcgrct. 
0 
desired,  but if par t  of  thc spectrurn has  continuous charac te r ,  the 
t reatment  of the associatrl integrals requires  a grea t  deal o f  care  
and may cause additional difficulties. 
Substitution h = {a - H ) j .  There exists a transformation 
h = (a - Ho) j , where a i s  an arb i t ra ry  constant, by m e a n s  of which 
it i s  possible to partly elirniiiate the effect of the clc>nominator in  the 
reduced resolvent T = P/( E - H ). Substitution of this t ransfor  - 
mation into (101) gives the alternative form 
0- 
0 0 
and fu r the r  
which leads  to the formula : 
but i t  may be estimated by using To ' There  is  still a t e r m  containing 
(105) and diminished by using a value of the constant a close to the 
upper  bound & ; one may actually put a = & . These examples m a y  
be enough to i l lustrate  how one can derive alternative forms €or  the 
operator  t ' . We note that it i s  necessary that the se t s  
and j belong to the proper  domains of the operators  involv t~ t l ,  but 
that they otherwise may be chosen arbi t rar i ly .  
going to vary with the choice of the subspace,but 
worthwhile to  t ry  to optimize the choice - 
prac t ica l  to extend the subspace by increasing i t s  o rder .  
Z ,  g , h , i , 
The lower bounds a r e  
a s  a rule it i s  not 
instead it i s  usually m o r e  
- 2 6  - 
6 .  UPPER AND LOWER BOUNDS FOR EIGENVALUES IN 
THE BRILLOUXN-TY PE PERTURBATION THEORY. 
For the sake of simplicity, we w i l l  in this section l imit  
ourselves to consider only positive definite perturbations V > 0 , 
but many of the arguments may be extended to a more general  case.  
W e  will fur ther  assume that the parameter  & fulfills the condition 
0 
so that -T > 0 according to (81) ; thc reaction operator & < E l '  0 
t i s  then also positive definite and fulfill s the incquality 
The Brillouin-type perturbation s e r i  e s  is  based on relation (76) : 
Iteration Leads to the forintila 
whic:li is a geometrical  s e r i e s  with a remainder  t e rm.  F o r  n = on, 
one obtains the i n f i n i t e  s e r i e s  
W e  note that the t e r m s  of odd o rde r  have a factor V in the middle 
and that, ac.cording to (861, they a r e  positive definite, wliereds the 
t e r m s  o f  even o rde r  have a 
F o r  V 1 0 ,  the: 13rillouin-type rxpiirision i s  hence an dlterriating 
se r i e s .  
T in t h e  mjddle and a r e  negative definite$ 
0 
In order  to investigate the convergence of (118), it is convc -  
nient to u s e  the m o r e  symmetr ic  fo rm 
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I 1 
having the self-adjoint "quotient" 
definite. 
V' ToVZ , which is negative 
The s e r i e s  i s  convergent, i f  and only i f  
where the right-hand par t  is  automatically fulfilled. 
this  gives the condition 
t 
F o r  V > 0 ,  
- 1  -To < V and ,  according to (94) , 
-1 = v-' - T ~ <  Z V - ' ,  i .e .  
This  resu l i  implies  e.g. that the operator  s e r i e s  (118)  may be  convergent 
only if  the energy shift is l a rge r  than 2 1 <qolVlcp o>. The convergence 
c r i te r ion  w i l l  be fur ther  studied in Appendix C. 
Substituting the infinite power s e r i e s  expansions in T V into 
0 
,.eqs. ( i ' O ) ,  one obtains the fundamental formulas  in the Brillouin-type 
perturbation theory : 
Introducing the notations 
one has  consequently 
0' X l  provided that the two s e r i e s  are convergent. The functions x 
, x , . . . a r e  interrelated by the recursion formula Xk+ 1 = ToVXk. x2 3 
According to  (72), one has  P( & - Ho) To = P, which leads to  the 
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relation P( & - 13 )xktl = PVXk o r  o 
This implies  that, start ing froim x 
derive the functions 
equations of the type (125).  
m a y  n o w  be used in estimating lower bounds to  the energy. 
= q o  , one may successively 0 
xl, x2, x3, . . . by solving inhomogeneous 
The quantities introduced in this  way 
Let u s  re turn  t o  the exact relation (117), which is  valid r ega rd -  
less of whether the infinite expansion is  convergent o r  not. 
(115) and (86) follows that 
F r o m  
which leads to the inequality 
-_-_- 
which s h o w s  that lower and upper bounds for  thc\ rchdc.tion operator  
t a r e  provided by the par t ia l  sums of the Brillouin expansion ( 1  18) 
to  even and odd o r d e r s  in V , respectively.  Th i s  theorem i s ,  o f  
course,  t rue  only for V > 0 , whereas ,  for a negative definite pe r tu r -  
bation V < 0, all t e r m s  in ( 1  18) would be negative definite, and the 
partial  sunis would fo rm n monotonously decreasing set  of operators .  
If & i s  chosen as  an upper bound to the energy E , the 
quantity & l  = Eo -t \q,Jt]cp,> is  going to be a l o w e r  bound to  the 
same energy and, using (124) and (127), one obtains 
(128) 
The partial  sums of w e n  o r d e r s  form hence a set  o f  lower bounds to  
& l  and hence also to the energy E . 
A still bet ter  l o w e r  bound fo r  the remainder  in ( 1  17)  may be  
obtained by using the relation t’? t ,  where t ’  is the inner  projection of 
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t defined by the equations (98 )  - (10 1). One obtains 
For the evaluation of the t e r m  containing t', one may use  anyone 
of the methods developed in the previous section. 
that i t  i s  possible to  obtain a lower bound for  t to  any accuracy 
.desired. 
resu l t s  expressed i n  (127) with Aronszajn 's  idea 13' of obtaining a 
lower bound by means of an "inner projection" . 
The resu l t  implies  
Formula  (129) i s  based on a combination of the perturbation 
It i s  possible to get an estimate of the remainder  by using 
only such quantities w h i c h  normally en te r s  into Bril louin's  per turba-  
tion theory.  
3 = x=. (x(y x y  XZ' * .x,- 1 ) , we obtain 
Using formula (108) and making the special  choice 
where a ' = < ~ ~ 1  (VTo)nVI X > = ( & n + l ,  
vector of o rde r  m , and A = ( X ~ V - V T ~ V ~ X  > is  a mat r ix  of o rde r  
rn x m 
- &,+,I is  a row 
with the elements (&,t = 0, ~ . . .  ml-1 ) 
so that 
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According to  (129), this  gives the est imate  
F o r  n = m = 1, one has ,  for  instance , 
It is  easily shown'that, for  a given m 
n r 0, 1, 2 , .  . . , m a r e  a l l  identical. 
valid for  n 5 m ; 
the formulas  (133)  for  
This  depends on a simple identity 
which i s  proven in Appendix D . F o r  a given n, on the other hand, 
one obtains an increasing s e r i e s  of lower bounds by successively 
choosing m = 1 , 2 ,  3 , 4 , .  . . , respectively.  We note that,  in formula 
(133)  for m = n, only the quantities &, up through k 3 2n 4- 1 are 
involved. 
In conclusion, we note that we a r e  h e r e  dealing with a Bril louin- 
type perturbation theory which contains a variable pa rame te r  & and 
a function & = Eo + <(p o l  t 1cp > defined by (70) such that the pa i r  
& bracket a t rue  eigenvalue E . The quantity w i l l  hence 
provide a lower bound to E , i f  & is chosen a s  an upper bound to  E 
f o r  instance, by means of the variation principle.  
lower bounds to the operator  t , one can then obtain lower es t imates  
of the number <cp 
bounds to E a s  a r e  given by (128)  and (133) .  We note that the 
By using convenient 
t ] q  o> leading to such practically useful lower 
conventional Brillouin perturbation theory is  limited t o  the point 
&, = & = E, and that our results may be applied to  t h e  par t ia l  
sums a lso  in this  case.  
7. U P P E R  AND LOWER BOUNDS FOR EIGENVALUES 
IN THE SCHRODINGER-TYPE PERTURBATION THEORY. 
The Schrodinger -type perturbation theory is  based on the t1,se 
of a reduced resolvent of the fo rm 
Instead of expanding T in powers of V , it is  now convenient to  
expand T in  powers of the quantity 
V I  = v - ( & - E , )  
By means of (40) and the use  of the identity (S?) ,  one obtains 
TT? P 'p 
(137)  
( 1  38) 
F o r  the reaction operator  (69 ) ,  one i s  hence led t o  the expansion 
Of par t icular  in te res t  i s  the value of the variable & for  which 
= & 3 E = E 4 < qoolt/vo> . This  special valr  e may he found 
0 
f r o m  (139) by i teration. 
one obtains 
Arranging the t e r m s  after powers  of  V 
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with the notation 
rnember of (139) 
i d , = V ,  
I 
c k  = < q o ] t  ]cp > . A study of the right-hand k o  
gives immediately the result  
. . . . . .  
4 z = vqov I 
$3 = v ~ o [ ~ - ~ , ) ~ o v ~  ( 142) 
4, = VTi 0 (v-E.,)72g(v-€,)?ov- 
-E,vR2v) 0 
. . .  . . . _  . .  . . 
The corresponding formula for  the wave operator 
f W 2  f W 3  t . . . i s  directly obtained f rom the relation t = V W ,  which 
gives  
W = 1 t W 1  t 
, 
-u, = qov 
w, = R, (V-t : , )+QoV,  
w3 = s , ( V - q R , ( V - c , ) R  0 -v- L,uR,ZV, 
(143) 
. .  . . . . . .  
'Analogous to (79) one has  the following spectral  resolution of the 
reduced resolvent : 
and substituting this expression into (142)  and (143) 
conventional formulas for  the energy E = Eo t E t t t E i . . . 
and'the eigenfunction VI = Wcp in Schrddinger ' s  perturbation theory. 
one obtains the 
0 
In order  to derive lower bounds for the energy in  t e r m s  of the 
quantities occuring in Schrddinger 's perturbation theory, we w i l l  
keep & a s  a variable parameter  and study the function 
Utilir,ing the I' symmetr ic"  identity (89)  for  the expansion of T , 
w e  get  
& *  
A s  before, w e  w i l l  consider illc. L ; t b e  c,f a positiv2 c1cfin:Ie 
perturbation V > 0 which is sucli  tha t  one can de te i . rmi r t - :  d n  upper  
bound & to  the ground state which sat is l ies  the inequality f, < E': . 
This is ,  for  instance, the case if E 
(69) and the fact that V - l  exists,  one obtains 
0 0 
0 
4- ~ , q o 1 ~ ] ~ v ; 3 < ~ l  . Using 
According to  (96) , one has the inequality 0 < t< 1 7  and ,  c.,nsequcntly, 
one obtains the rough bounds 
- v-' < < (1 
, 
showing that T is  a negative. c i t b i i n i t e  opt r,jto:. l i  lilore ~ i t c '~~~ i l . -d  
proper t ies  of the fuiitlamental o 2 e r a t u r  'r arc :icetled, i t  1s u:;uz:ly 
'more convenient to study dir-ac sly LxitliLcl refercancr to  Lie r c n c ;  ' on  
operator  t , and such an inve:;tig+tion will be ca r r i ed  out  in  a foiiili- 
coming paper.  However,  the cor!sidc rntioris given a r e  sxfcicient far  
purpose he re .  
T 
(143) 
/ !  1 '  . 'f 'f ; 
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The. previous intAyuality for t lciads immediately to  thc relation 
To< T< To t  To VTo and combination with the upper bound i rom ( 147) 
Itlads to th(j simple est imate  
F 0 
P 
k =  I 
& 
( 1  53) 
- 35 
This gives the transformation 
i. e. 
m M 
According to  (1 50), we have thus the inequality 
which gives a rough but st i l l  convenient lower bound to T . The 
coefficient K defined by (152) o r  the alternative expression 
1 
E,"- E, 
contains only quantities which anyway occurs  in the SchrSdinger 
perturbation theory, and one obtains the est imate  
The quantity IC w i l l  hence be close to 1 , only i f  the energy shift 
is small  in comparison to the difference (E 
0 0 
1 
- E o  ) . 
Lower Bounds to the Energy. 
in (155) , one may now derive a ser ies  of lower bounds of increasing 
accuracy for  the reaction operator t . Starting from the definition 
(69), one obtains directly 
By means of the lower bound for  T 
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F o r  the quantity &, = Eo f ip I t  J'p ,, , this  givcls thcx lower bound 
0 0 
where the variable & in K~ h a s  to  be a n  upper bound e .  g .  E = E o t e  ~. 
One c a n  now refine this  resul t  by procvc*ding with the. p o w e r  s e r i e s  
expansion in V'. Substituting (155 )  into (148), 0 1 1 ~ '  gc.ts 
In order  t o  inser t  a proper  upper bound, w e  calc-ulate the expectation 
value of €4 for the f i r s t  ordcxr w a v e  function ( 1  t I l o V )  cp, which 
gives thc  result  
2 
= (p l V K o V I m o ;  . Using this  value Tor & and (160), b 2  o w he r c' 
o n e  o b t a i n s  a 1oaer  bound to  & .ind to  t h e  cbnc'rgy cori-cct t o  the 
i(1urth 0rdc.r. 
1 
Rcpeated use of (145) and thc. definition ( 6 9 )  Leads finally to the 
general  formulas  
U sing thc value 
value of H with respect  to the n o r d c r  \V;IVC function 
of the upper bound 
th 
& cor re spund ing  i o  t h e  c~xpc'c.t;\tiun 
( 1  4 w 1  + w,  +...+ WI,)(PO according to (143), o i i c .  obtains a lowcr 
bound to &, 
ordc r  (Ln  t 2). 
L. 
and tlrc ground s t a t e  c'nc'rgy which is corrc>ct to thc 
I n  contrast  to the Brillouin theory,  the evi 'n-ortl t :r  ,1I'pl'(~.Yirr~ativl~s 
to the energy in the Schrbdinger theory do not. u s u d l l y  form t r u c  1owc.r 
bounds but there  a re  a l w a y s  remainders  of higher o rde r  which cannot 
be neglected. However, it should be observed that the discussion of 
the lower bound of T given he re  is only meant  to  b e  a f i r s t  sketch, 
and that the resu l t s  certainly can be highly improved. This  question 
w i l l  be fur ther  discussed i n  a lorthcoming paper .  
8 .  LOWEK BOUNDS TO THE GROUND-STATE ENERGIES 
OF THE He-LIKE IONS. 
A s  an illustrative> exainplcn of the methods descr ibed here ,  
w e  will now derive lower bounds for the ground-state  energies  of the 
He-likc ions : He, Li , Be , e tc .  This  problem has previously 
bcen t reated by several  authors,  l o )  by rneans of formulas  of the 
type ( 6 )  and (7) given by Temple and D.H. Weinstein . Using the 
method of intermediate Hamiltonians developed by A .  Weinstein , 
+ 2t 
12). 
the problem has  fur ther  been studied by Uazley and and 
recently by Gay 19) . 
‘The He-like ions  h a v e  a non-relativist ic Hamiltonian 
which i n  atomic units2’) takes  the form 
where 7, = 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 ,  . . . i s  the atomic number.  It i s  convenient to  
make the f ollowirig separation: 
(165) 
and we note that the perturbation V is  positive definite. ‘The 
unpcrturbed Hamiltonian Ho i s  separable,  and the eigenfunctions a r e  
products of hydrogen-like wave functions associated with the 
eigenvalues : 
- 38 - 
‘The unperturbed function rp is  given by the expression 
0 
and one obtains particularly the integral  < c p  I V I q  o > ~  = 5%/8. The 
0 
H with respect  to  cp gives hence the upper 
state energy 
0 
expectation value of 
bound for the ground 
e 
showing that the ground state energy will certainly l ie below the 
energy of the first excited unperturbed state -0.625 Z i f  Z > 5/3. 
One ca.n hence apply the theory developed in  this  paper  to the case  of 
Z = 2, 3,4,5,. . . , whereas  the case  Z =: 1 has  to  be t reated separately 
and w i l l  be studied i n  a forthcoming paper.  
2 .  
Lower bounds to the ground-state energy are  h e r e  given by 
the formula (70) which will be used in the forrn 
where t ’  i s  a n  “ inner  projection“ of t according to  (98). Because 
of the particularly s imple f o r m  of the operator  V - ’  - ‘12 ? w e  
will here  apply formulas  ( 1  1 1 ) - (  114) f o r  a = & and an a rb i t r a ry  
space j = ( j  j,, . . jn),  which gives  
- 3 9  - 
(173)  
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Fur ther  l o w e r  -bound applications concluded a t  the University 
of Flor ida include a study of the symmetr ic  and asymmetr ic  anharmonic 
oscil lators by P ro fes so r  Charles  Reid and an investigation of the 
double -minimum potential problem by Car los  and Anriik Bunge. 
resul ts  obtained so f a r  have been greatly encouraging, and fur ther  
work is in  progress .  
The 
(II 
d 
a, 
d 
a -  
;;;c 
H 
a, 
k 
3 
t O  
h 
..-I 
I I I 
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Lis 
2-t 13 c 
R 3-t 
C4+ 
TABLE I. GROUND STATES OF HELIUM AND H E L I U M - L I K E  
POSITIVE IONS ; ATOMIC UNITS. 
- 7 .28444 
- 13.66269 
- 22.04074 
- 32.41864 
___l__l__l_ - ~ 
I I 
1, Systcm 1 Lower Round a 1 Upper  B o u n d  
II__.__ 
He I - 2.90592 - 2.903721 
- 7.279910 
- 13.655563 
- 22.030968 
- 3 2 . 4 0 6 t 4 3  
a Results of this paper .  
t en th  order optirnib.d wi th  respect  to q .  
Quoted  f rom E . A .  EIy l l e raas  and J .  Mid tda l ,  
P h y s . R e v .  - 109, 1013 (1958).  
Calculations w e r e  o f  
2 )  
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9. DISCUSSION 
T he b r a c ke t ing the o r e i n  i n  the pa r t  i t i on in g t e c h n i c lu  c' f c) r 
treating eigcnvalut problei-ris i s  h e r e  used to construct l o w e r  bounds 
fo r  the energy eigenvalues. 
excellcnt work by P ro fes so r  Alexander Weinstein 
and particularly by the recent papers  by H a s l c y  and Ftx. 
i f  we have h e r e  t r ied  to  avoid the use of the. 
i ans"  in o r d e r  to  escape the explicit ordt.ring of the c>igenv;ilucs, w e '  
have utilined Aronsxajn 's  idea '> for conslructing l o w e r  bounds to d 
positive definite operator  by mchans o f  an 
the Brillouin-type perturbation t l w o r y  for V > 0 the even-order  
approximations turn out t o  give lower bc>uncls, but tlic innt r - i - , ro jc ,c . t io i?  
Our study i s  partly inspircd h y  tlie 
12) and his a rhool ,  
Even 
"iiitc~rrnc-~iat(. Haniilton- 
"inner projei  tion". In 
technique renders  st i l l  a powerful tool f o r  e st irnating thr. r t ~ i n ; t i n r l c ~ r ~ .  
The resu l t s  indicate that, i i  one only has  a truncated basic  
set i n  Hilbert  space a t  disposal fo r  solving a specific: eigenvalue 
problem, one can deterinine upper bounds b y  means of the variation 
principle and lower bounds by using the method descr ibed.  P a r t  of  
the disadvantages connected with the fact  that e v e r y  basis has to be 
truncated in the numerical  applications have hence bt:cn rci-noved. 
Our study is only medint a s  a f i r s t  sketc-h which leavt~s rooin 
for  many improvements .  In tht. treatment of the pcr turbrd  Hamilton - 
ian H = N C V , we h a v e  c . g .  chosen the unl>erturbed cigr~iifunction 
c p o  
choice is fcasible.  
relation (51) indicate that one wi l l  get  iinprovcd u ~ i p c r  drid 1owc.r bounds 
0 
a s  our  rcference function cp without questioning w1ictht.r such a 
The general considerations in  connection with 
# i n  the series & , , & 2 ,  &, * .  . ., only i f  . .+I+ < 1 , i . e .  
if the reference function rp contributes more  than 50 Fvrcent to  tlie 
eigenfunction desired.  
the perturbation t reatment ,  s o  that one can choQse a rcfcrencc function 
rp 
ing point for  evaluating l o w e r  bounds. 
in a forthcoming paper. 
It seems hcncc worthwhile to  t r y  to  modify 
which is a good approximation to  the t rue eigenfunction a s  a s t a r t -  
This problem will be trcxated 
- 4 4  - 
W t .  have he re  concentrated our intc.rt.st to  a study o f  lower 
bounds fox  ground state envrgies i n  the case  of positive d c b f i n i t c  
perturbations V , which satisfy the  relation E + cp ,,IV i q ~  I )  E l  
‘fhe method b r e a k s  down anc? has  to  lie niodific-d, i f  t h e r e  <-ire s c ~ v c r a l  
unperturbed t.nergies of thc. same syrnnietry iy1w sittiatcd bt. low thc  
ground state energy of the p~rfiirbcid system. 
problvrn  is  dssociated w i t h  the t .valuat ion of l o w e r  bounds ;tl  s o  for  
the exc.itcAd states of thc pcbrturbec3 system. 
proccc’d e i ther  by rnakiiig il more  careful r-hoicc o f  t h ~ >  rclereiict: 
function cp 
fold descr ibed by the prrojec-tion operator  
be furthcr discussed e l s c w h c r e .  
0 
0 
Anothtxr ii-riportant 
I11 both c;ist’s, one m a y  
o r  by increasing the o r d c r  o f  thc: a s s o c i a t t d  linr,tr rvlilni - 
0 . ‘I’hc‘hc probl (~ ins  w i l l  
APPENDIX A 
PROJECTION OPERATORS ON A LINEAR iMANIE'01~D 
Let u s  consider a l inear  manifold M of o rdcr  n which 
11 
i s  spanncd by a set of n linearly indcpendent vectors  
i3, . . . In  ) having the metr ic  matrix 
Aka = x j  f , j f , >  and the propert ies  
ther  F be an element which does not necessar i ly  belong to the 
subspace M , and let  u s  t ry  to  expres s  F in the form ; 
f T ( f l ,  f 2 ,  
A = f 
A = A  and A > 0 . Let f u r -  
f with the elements  
t 
n 
n 
(A11 
which a re  convenient - ak ' where we will determine the coefficients 
l y  a r ranged  in a column vector a , so that the l e n g t h  of the 
" remainder"  g becomes a minimurn : 
'8 11) = minimurn (A2) 
In this  connection it is feasible t o  introclucc a column c 
the relation 
defined b y  
- 1  o r  ck = El ( A  ) kP < f a  1 F >  . This  implies  also the relations 
f t F = A c and F t f = c ' A . From ( A l )  -(A3) , one obtains 
directly 
The l as t  t e r m  in (A4) is  positjdi. definite, and one has hence the 
inequality 
- 46  - 
The minimum is achieved f o r  the special choice 
and w e  note the relation 
a = c = h -' f F  , 
which i s  a generalization of Resse l ' s  inequality to  a non-orthogonal 
basis .  Substituting a = c i n  ( A l ) ,  w e  obtain the expansion 
where we have introduced the operator  
0 = j A ' j +  
It satisfie s the fundamental relations 
at= 0 , 
and it  will  be character ized a s  the projection operator  on the l inear  
manifold Mn 
(A7) ,  one has  fur ther  kin = (1  - O)F and 
spanned by the set  f = (f 1 ,  f 2 ,  . . . f n ) .  According to  
showing that g i s  arthogonal to the projection OF . min 
F 
Formula (A7) gives hence the r e s o -  
lution of an a rb i t r a ry  element 
F into i t s  projection on a given 
linear manifold Mn and a remainder 
which is  orthogonal to this  manifold. 
By means of (A3) and (A8), one finds that c A c = 
= F f A A A f F = F OF. According to (A5) , one may hence 
write the generalization of Besse l ' s  inequality in the fo rm F 
F O F ,  o r  
t - 1  - 1  t 1. 
i 
F 2 
t 
An infinite set f = (f 1, f 2 ,  f3 ,  . . . ) is finally said to be complete if, 
for  all elements F having a norm, one has  
(A 12)  
where On is the projecticn operator for  the finite set  ( f l , f z , f 3 ,  . .fn)* 
This  is a d i rec t  generalization of P a r s e v a l ' s  relation, and it may also 
be writ ten in the form 
defining the concept of "convergence in mean".  
#is the I' r e  solution of identity" . 
Of a different charac te r  
since i t  corresponds to the actual expansion theorem 
It should be observed that the physical 
interpretat ions of quantum theory a r e  as a rule based on Pa r seva l ' s  
- 48 - 
relation and the concept of the convergence in  mean. 
of simplicity, one is still often using the expansion theorem, the 
resolution of the identity o r  the spectral  resolution of a n  operator ,  
but a c loser  investigation often reveals  that one i s  using tools which 
a r e  unnecessarily strong fo r  physical resu l t s  to be obtained. 
study, however, we w i l l  fol low the conventional pattern.  
F o r  the sake 
In our 
APPENDIX B 
VARIATIONS SUBJECT To A CONSTRAINT 
Let A .be a self-adjoint operator bounded f rom below, and 
let  us  consider the extreme values of the integral  
(13 1) 
when 6 
subspace of 0 , i .e .  O u  = u , where 0 is the projection operator  
for  a given l inear manifold. 
one can put u = Ou , which gives 
i s  subject to the constraint  that i t  should belong to the 
- - 
Introducing an a rb i t r a ry  function u , 
l- 
The variation principle 
(A - IO)U = 0 o r  
61 = 0 leads immediately to the relation 
1 .  e .  
I a r e  hence given by  the eigenvalues ai, a2)  i i 3 ,  . . . of the operator  A 
and, according to (14), they fulfill the inequality 
means that the constraint r a i s e s  the eigenvalues and hence  a l so  the 
extreme values of the integral  I , 
an eigenvalue problem of the type (1  3 ) .  'The extreme values of 
- - -  
- 
"k 2 ak , which 
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Following Weinstein12’, one can reformulate  the problem by 
putting (1  - 0); = 0, i. e. by requesting that the functions 6 a r e  
or thgonal  to the manifold described by the projection operator  
P = 1 - 0. 
ted with 0 is of infinite order ,  whereas the manifold associated 
with P is of f inite order ,  say n . If the la t te r  is spanned by a 
l inearly independent set  of elements p = (p , ,  pz, p 3 , .  
me t r i c  mat r ix  A = p p , the projection operator  P has  the f o r m  
This  i s  particularly convenient i f  the manifold a s soc ia -  
. p n )  with the 
t 
P = p A 4 T  
The constraint  P; = 0 implies  that u should be orthogonal to  the 
given functions p 1, pz,  . . . pn, i .  e.  
Equation (B3)  now takes the f o r m  ( 1  - P) A; = 1; , i. e. 
a finite number of conditions. 
-1  t - where a = A p A u  is a column vector of o rde r  n For a l l  
values of I different f r o m  the eigenvalues of A , the operator  (A - I ) - l  
- 1  exis ts  , and one obtains 6 = (A - I )  p a . However, since the 
orthogonality constraint  may be given the f o r m  p t -  u = 0 , one ge ts  
immediately 
which is a l inear  equation system in the unknown vector a of o r d e r  n . 
It has  a non-trivial solution i f  a n d  only if det (p t (A - I) - 1  p ] = 0 ,  i. e .  
where k ,  e = 1,2, 3 ,  . . . n. 
g ives  the eigenvalues to the operator A I 
left-hand member  is known as Weinstein’s determinant, and the 
associated function in  the complex variable I has  been studied in 
This  equation i n  the unknown quantity I 
- 
The determinant in the 
g r e a t  detail.  12) 
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A P P E N D I X  C 
CONVERGENCE OF T H E  BRXLLOUIN EXPANSION 
The Brillouin type perturbation theory i s  based on the infinite 
expansion (1  19), which is  convergent if and only i f  the c r i te r ion  
(120)  i s  fulfilled : 
(C1) 
Since 
par t  which may be written in the form 
positive definite operator 
decreasing s e r i e s  of upper bounds - T  (p) f o r  1' = 0, 1 , 2 , .  . . which 
a r e  given by relation (84) : 
To i s  negative definite, one has only to study the left-hand 
1 1 
V2 (- T ) V' < 1 . F o r  the 
0 
-To , we have previously derived a 
0 
E; - & 
. .  
where P = 1 - l a ,  > <cp ,I . If the inequality 
would be fulfilled f o r  any 
convergence cr i ter ion (c1) would be satisfied.  
( C 3 )  takes  the fo rm 
p , one could hence be su re  that the 
F o r  p = 0 , the relation 
1 1 - 
V 2 P V z  < E ;  - & , o r  
where 0 = ]cpO> i c p  ,,I and & is an upper bound smal le r  than o r  
equal to Eo+ <cp , IV]cpO) .  Relaxing this condition one step m o r e ,  one 
can say that the convergence cri terion ( C l )  i s  certainly satisfied,  i f  
the positive perturbation V fulfills the inequality 
- 5 1  - 
0 v c E , - & )  
for  any upper bound & . A more detailed study of the convergence 
propert ies  of the Brillouin ser ies  is desired.  
APPENDIX D 
AN ALGEBRAIC IDENTITY 
According to the definitions in  connection with relation ( 130), 
) i s  a row vector of the quantity a' - ( & n + l ,  & n + 2 ' ' "  E. n+m 
orde r  rn , 
t symbol Q 
in te res t  is  of the form 
fo r  which we temporarily w i l l  u s e  the more  specific 
(n ,m)  stating the two indices involved. The quantity of 
4,t= 0 
Using (131), one obtains for n m the identity 
9-T- I  
which leads to the relations 
- 52 - 
Hence, one has for n 5 m the algebraic  identity 
which i s  the resul t  desired . 
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